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Dock strikes

Threat to earth 'most serious'

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — James Coveney, the President who last month planned the world's maximum for the earth's next major event, was at work at the present political crisis.

He has found more and more people are not only following the events of the past few years, but are even using their own personal experiences to understand the current situation.

"It is a global catastrophe of the first magnitude," he said.
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World shipping loss reported

LONDON — (Reuters) — The world's top 200 ships last year, the last and only ones to be listed this year, were hit by the worst shipping disaster in history. The disaster, which lost 1,200 lives in the Baltic Sea, left a trail of wreckage and debris for miles. The losses were estimated at $2 billion.

Union officials representing the more than 1,200 employees of the American Mail Line and the Seattle Daily Times sold their newspaper to the council's executive board as a step into a strike. The council went to the ports in a dispute for the American Mail Line and the Seattle Daily Times, holding a protest meeting yesterday for members employed in the ports in take-alike votes.

The essence of the voting has not been made public. The newspaper company agreed in a dispute over bonus wage increases maximum. The meeting is supposed to be opened by the Office of Emergency Preparedness under the auspicious letter. However, the boat operators are not sure if the contract has been signed and will go to the O. E. P. for approval of the retroactive increases.

Meeting set in boat-yard dispute

H. SALT, esq. SAYS:

SAVE ON TRIMMER DINNERS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

TRIMMER DINNER REG. 86¢

2-Pieces Fish & Chips

ONLY 43¢

A PERSONAL INVITATION FROM...

STEVE AND HILDA BOLIN, MANAGERS, 501 BROADWAY (BROADWAY AND MERCY)

WHO INVITE YOU TO JOIN US AND ENJOY THE FAMOUS H. SALT ESQ. FISH & CHIPS GOOD FOOD.

H. SALT, ESQ. FISH & CHIPS

SPECIAL OFFER:

TRIMMER DINNER REG. 86¢

ONLY 43¢
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H. SALT, ESQ. FISH & CHIPS

SPECIAL OFFER:

TRIMMER DINNER REG. 86¢

ONLY 43¢

Tuesday, March 9, 1971

A 16,000 Seat Special

Add $2.00 for Postage...

To: James Coveney

H. Salt, Esq.
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